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High-sensitivity screening of biomarkers is critical to areas ranging from

early disease detection and diagnosis to bioterrorism surveillance. Here the

development of integrated nanoelectronic and electrokinetic devices for

label-free attomolar detection of proteins is reported. Electrically addres-

sable silicon nanowire field-effect transistors and electrodes for electroki-

netic transport are integrated onto a common sensor chip platform, and the

nanowire devices are subsequently functionalized with receptors for

selective biomarker detection. Nanowire devices modified with monoclonal

antibody for prostate specific antigen exhibit close to a 104 increase in

sensitivity due to streaming dielectrophoresis and corresponding electro-

static contribution to the binding affinity after application of an AC electric

field. The devices are also modified with receptors for cholera toxin subunit

B and achieve a similar enhancement. These results show general appli-

cability of this method, and could open up opportunities in early stage

disease detection and the analysis of proteins from single cells.
1. Introduction devices.[8] Although the device performance could be further
High-sensitivity screeningofproteins is critical inearlycancer

detection[1] and bioterrorism surveillance.[2] Unlike DNA

samples, proteins can not be amplified easily by polymerase

chain reaction (PCR),[3] highlighting the importance of protein

detection at extremely low concentration. The semiconductor

nanowire field-effect transistor (NWFET) has become a useful

platform for direct electrical detection of biological species, due

to the comparable size of NW diameter to that of biological

species and excellent electrical signal of transducers.[4] The

‘‘bottom-up’’ silicon (Si) NW devices fabricated by the Lieber

group have demonstrated applications for label-free, sensitive,

and selective real-time detection of a wide range of biological

species, including proteins,[5] nucleic acids[6] and viruses,[7] in

either single-element or multiplexed formats. Similar detection

limit is also reported for ‘‘top-down’’ fabricationmethods ofNW
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improved, it should be noted that fundamental limitations to the

deviceresponsearisefromtheequilibriumof thebindingreaction

and from mass-transport constraints.[9] Therefore, a more

effective method to achieve higher-sensitivity detection on a

rapid timescale is in great demand.

The electrokinetic manipulation of particles has particular

application in biotechnology. Preconcentration by electro-

kinetics is an alternative approach for high-sensitivity protein

detection, and it has many advantages,[10,11] such as shorter

concentration time (usually within a few minutes), multiple

tunable parameters, easy and flexible electrode design and

fabrication, and feasible miniaturization and integration (e.g.,

significant reduction in operating voltage, electrical heating,

and electrochemical effects). It is reported that the electro-

kinetic trapping of nanofluidic filter could increase the protein

concentration by�6–8 orders ofmagnitude.[12] Choi et al. used

dielectrophoresis (DEP) to concentrate single- and double-

stranded DNA,[13] and the enrichment of �103–105 was

obtained for bacteria Escherichia coli concentration.[14] In

most cases, particles are immobilized at a specific position and

released by lowering the applied voltage. However, unwanted

disturbance on FET electrical signals might be caused by the

additional voltage tuning.

In order to push the detection limit with electrokinetic

method while overcoming the possible adverse effect of
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 967
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Scheme 1. a) Schematic image of the integrated nanoelectronic and

electrokineticdevice.TheNWiscontactedwith twoelectrodes,source (S)

anddrain(D), formeasuringconductance.Apairofparallelcoplanarplate

electrodesisaddedneartheNW.b)Top-viewfield-emissionSEMimageof

the integrated device. Scale bar is 2mm. c) Schematic image of the

microfluidic channel cross section showing the protein binding at the

original injectedconcentrationneartheNWsurfacewithoutACexcitation.

d)Schematic imageof themicrofluidicchannelcrosssectionshowing the

protein binding at the enhanced concentration near the NW surface with

AC excitation.
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changing electrokinetic parameters on signal measurements,

the integrated nanoelectronic and electrokinetic device is

developed and reported in this paper. NW devices modified

withmonocolonal antibody (mAb) for prostate specific antigen

(PSA) are shown to exhibit �104 increase in sensitivity with

the excitation of an AC signal. The streaming DEP increases

the protein concentration at the sensor surface and the induced

electrostatic interaction enhances protein association after the

electrokinetic application. Integrated NW devices are also

modified with receptors for the detection of cholera toxin

subunit B (CTB), and the results show general applicability of

this method.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Overview of Approach

A schematic image depicting the integrated device used in

the experiment is shown in Scheme 1a. An electrically

addressable Si NWFET is defined at the micrometer-sized

gap of the electrokinetic electrode pair by photolithography

andmetal deposition, and it is alsodisplayedbya top-viewfield-

emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image in

Scheme 1b. After putting the poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)

with a channel on the functionalized chip for microfluidic

sample delivery, an integrated NW sensor biochip was

obtained. In a previous experiment,[5] only NWFET was used

for protein detection, and there was no AC electrokinetic

electrode.Thus, theprotein concentrationnear theNWsurface

is almost the same as the injected concentration, as illustrated

by the cross section of the flow channel in Scheme 1c. After the

ACsignal is applied, theACelectricfieldgeneratedbycoplanar

microelectrodes produces a steady fluid flow pattern, moving

out across the surface and dragging embedded analytes

regardless of size down to the gap of electrodes in electrolytic

solution, as shown in Scheme 1d.[15] The mechanism respon-

sible for the flow is the interaction of the tangential component

of the electric field and the induced charge in the diffuse double

layer on the electrode surface, called AC electro-osmosis,

which is independent of the sign of the electrode.[16]

However, AC electro-osmosis neither concentrates nor

rarefies analytes. In a diverging field the polarized particles

experience a force that can cause them to move to regions of

high or low electric field, depending on the particle polariz-

ability compared with the suspending medium. The motion

produced by this force is called DEP. DEP force arising from

the nonuniform AC electric field is responsible for the

formation of protein enhancement and depletion regions in

the flow channel.[17] Thus, concentrated streaming could be

formed near the NW surface, corresponding to the enhanced

sensing signal with the excitation of AC electric field. This

combined mechanism, AC electro-osmosis for transport and

DEP for concentration, is called streaming DEP here. There

are several advantages to this mechanism. First, more analytes

could be concentrated with smaller voltages due to the flow

transport. Second, removal of the concentrate is quite easy and

quick.Thus, continuousdetection ispossiblewithoutadditional

voltage tuning and the response time is significantly shortened

when convective effects instead of diffusion become
www.small-journal.com � 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
important.[9] Third, electrostatic interactions caused by the

induced polarization charge under the applied electric field

enhance the binding affinity because the favorable Coulomb

interactionenergybetween the receptorand theanalyte.[18] It is

also found that electrostatics can enhance both affinity and

specificity simultaneously.[19,20]

2.2 PSA Sensing Without and With AC Excitation

Cancer protein marker PSAwas chosen as the initial target

for these studies because of its importance in the detection of

prostate andbreast cancer,which are themost commoncancers

and an important cause of cancer death among American men

andwomen, respectively.[21]TheNWsurface linkage chemistry

for PSA detection is similar to the previous procedure

(Figure 1a),[5] including conjugation of the mAbs with the

aldehyde groups coupled to the Si NW surface, and subsequent

block of unreacted free aldehyde groups to prevent nonspecific

binding.

The sensitivity limit of the Si NW device without AC

application was first determined by measuring conductance
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2010, 6, No. 8, 967–973
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Figure 1. a) Schematic image of PSA binding and unbinding on Si NW

sensor surface, where the PSA antibodies are coupled to the aldehyde

groups through covalent interaction. b) Conductance-versus-time data

recorded after alternate delivery of 10mM phosphate buffer and the

following protein solutions without AC excitation. The order of protein

delivery:1)4 nMPSA,2)10pMPSA,3)1pMPSA,4)500 fMPSA,5)100 fMPSA,

and 6) 10pM BSA. Sharp spikes might be caused when switching the

solutions but having little effect on sensing results. Source/drain

modulation: a 3Hz sine wave with a 30mV amplitude at zero DC bias.

c,d) Conductance-versus-time data recorded after alternate delivery of

10mM phosphate buffer and various concentrations of protein solutions

with AC excitation (0.5 V, 47Hz). Source/drain modulation: a 79Hz sine

wavewitha30mVamplitudeatzeroDCbias.c)Theorderofproteindelivery:

1) 100 fM PSA, 2) 10 fM PSA, 3) 1 fM PSA, 4) 100aM PSA, and 5) 10aM PSA.

Inset: Zoomed-in image of 10aM PSA delivery. d) The order of protein

delivery:1)1aMPSA,2)10aMPSA,3)1 fMPSA,4)10pMBSA.e)Comparison

of plots of conductance change versus concentration of PSA without and

with AC excitation in 10mM ionic strength phosphate buffer solution.
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changes at variousPSAconcentrations as a control experiment.

Representative time-dependent data (Figure 1b) showed a

well-defined conductance increase and subsequent return to

baseline when PSA solution and phosphate buffer were

alternately delivered through the microfluidic channel to the

device. The isoelectric point (pI) of PSA is 6.8,[22] so PSA

binding to the p-type NW device causes the conductance

increase at pH7.4 in the experiments.[5] It couldbe seen that the

conductance change was concentration dependent with the

detection limit of 100 fM.No binding signal was observedwhen

10 pM bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution was delivered to

the device, demonstrating good specificity of the sensor.

The data in Figure 1c show the conductance-versus-time

measurements at different PSA concentrations when AC

electric field (sine wave of 0.5V, 47Hz) was excited. The

reproducibility and selectivity of the sensor were also

investigated. Similar conductance changes were observed

when10 aMand1 fMsolutionsofPSAwere repeatedlydelivered

to the device. These results showed that reproducible device

sensitivity was achieved. The delivery of a 10 pM BSA solution

and 1 aM PSA, with AC excitation, caused little conductance

change (Figure 1d), demonstrating excellent selectivity of the

device, andmeanwhile excluding thepossible artifact causedby

AC excitation. Sometimes, a little shift of the baseline of NW

conductance, such as a �10 nS decrease of baseline, was

observedwhen theACsignalwas just started. Itmight bedue to

the change of the electrode static potential in solution but with

little effect on themagnitude of sensing signals. Comparison of

the plots of conductance change versus PSA concentration

clearly shows the dramatic increase in sensitivity with AC

application (Figure 1e). The sensing signal could reach

saturation when 100 fM PSA was delivered to the device with

AC excitation, whereas 4 nM PSA was needed to saturate the

sensing signal without AC excitation. A �104 increase in

sensitivity was obtained by comparing the detection limit with

and without AC excitation. The above sensorgrams are the

average results on many devices, and the variation in the

magnitudeof sensing signals amongdifferentdevices are shown

by the error bar. The protein detection limit reported here is in

the same order as that reported by nanoparticle,[23] and three

orders of magnitude better than the best result from NW

sensors reported by Zheng et al.[5] Note that 1) in the AC

experiments, the potential is always on during the process of

switch of protein and buffer and change of protein concentra-

tions; 2) the real binding concentration is higher than the

injected concentration at theNWsurface after the electric-field

application; the feasibility of the detection limit is analyzed in

the Supporting Information.

2.3. Optimization of AC Electrokinetic Parameter

The enhancement effect of the integrated devices was

measured as a function of the frequency, voltage, and solution

ionic strength to optimizeACelectrokinetic parameters, which

also provides proof of the AC electrokinetic mechanism.

First, a series of tests to investigate the effect of frequency

on sensing signal were performed by delivering 100 fM PSA in

10mM phosphate buffer at a fixed 0.5V voltage. AC electro-

osmosis has an origin similar to DC electro-osmosis. For AC
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 969
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Figure 2. Optimization of AC electrokinetic parameters. a) Normalized

overlay of conductance-versus-time data recorded by delivering 100 fM

PSA at a fixed 0.5 V voltage with various frequencies in 10mM ionic

strength buffer solution. Source/drain modulation: a 79Hz sine wave

with a 30mV amplitude at zero DC bias. b) AC frequency-dependent

conductance change at 0.5 V (�: in 10mM phosphate buffer, 100 fM

PSA;�: in 1mM phosphate buffer, 10 pM PSA). c) Normalized overlay of

conductance-versus-timedata recordedbydelivering100 fMPSAat fixed

47Hz AC frequency with various voltages in 10mM ionic strength

phosphate buffer solution. Source/drain modulation: a 79Hz sine wave

with a 30mV amplitude at zero DC bias. d) AC voltage-dependent

conductance change (�: in 10mMphosphatebuffer, 100 fM PSA, 47HzAC

signal; �: in 1mM phosphate buffer, 10 pM PSA, 200Hz AC signal).

e) Conductance-versus-time data recorded after alternate delivery of

1mM phosphate buffer and the following PSA solutions without AC

excitation. The order of PSA delivery: 1) 4 nM, 2) 200pM, and 3) 10pM.

Source/drain modulation: a 3Hz sine wave with a 30mV amplitude at

zero DC bias. f) Conductance-versus-time data recorded after alternate

deliveryof1mMphosphatebufferandthefollowingPSAsolutionswithAC

excitation (0.5 V, 200Hz). The order of PSA delivery: 1) 10 pM, 2) 40 fM,

and 3) 2 fM. Source/drain modulation: a 79Hz sine wave with a 30mV

amplitude at zero DC bias.
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voltages, double-layer polarization effects mean that the

magnitude of tangential electric field Et(t) and surface charge

density changeDsq(t)will dependon frequency.Theelectrode–

solution interface could be characterized by a double-layer

capacitance. At high frequencies, the potential is dropped

entirely across the electrolyte. Since Dsq(t) tends to zero, AC

electro-osmosis flow will stop. At low frequencies, the electric

field in the medium tends to zero. The tangential field must be

continuous, soEt(t) in the double layer is also zero, and the flow

will cease. Therefore, the maximum velocity of AC electro-

osmosis flow occurs at intermediate frequencies.[15] As

expected, the observed signal enhancement effect tends to

be a minimum at low- (23Hz) and high-frequency (1 kHz)

limits, and has a maximum at an intermediate frequency of

47Hz, as illustrated by the normalized response of NW sensor

(Figure 2a) and the corresponding diagram of conductance

change versus frequency (Figure 2b, �). The result is consistent
with the reported frequency-dependent AC electrokinetic

phenomenon.[15] It indicates that the electrokinetic phenom-

enon is responsible for the observed enhancement effect. This

frequency-dependent relationship also excludes electrother-

mal effects, which are independent of frequency except around

charge relaxation frequency.[16]

Next, the effect of AC voltage on sensing signal was

investigated at the same PSA concentration as used in the

previous step at fixed 47Hz. Enhanced binding signals were

observedwith the increaseof themagnitudeofACvoltage from

0.1V to 0.5V, as illustrated by the normalized sensorgrams

(Figure 2c,) and the corresponding diagram of conductance

change versus voltage (Figure 2d, �). As reported, higher

voltage could cause more obvious electrokinetic phenom-

enon.[10,24] Due to the concern of the possible adverse effect of

higher voltage on the device stability, 0.5V was the maximum

value used for sensing.

Last, the effect of solution ionic strength on sensing signal

was studied.Theoptimal frequencyat10 pMPSAconcentration

in 1mM buffer shifts to a higher frequency of 200Hz compared

to that in lower-ionic-strength solution (Figure 2b,�), which is

in agreement with the AC electrokinetic phenomenon that the

frequency maximum increases with the increase of medium

conductivity.[24] An increase of voltage also has a similar effect

to that described in lower-ionic-strength buffer (Figure 2d,�).

AnAC signal of 0.5V, 200Hz combining with the FET source/

drain modulation (30mV, 79Hz) was chosen as the optimal

operation parameter for sensing in 1mM buffer. Under the

optimal parameter, the detection limit of PSA is 2 fM with AC

excitation (Figure 2f) compared to 10 pMwithoutACexcitation

(Figure 2e) in 1mM buffer, with a 5000-fold increase in

sensitivity. The enhancement order is less than that in the lower

ionic buffer because the rate of electrokinetic flow is much

lower in higher ionic solution due to the solution ionic strength

dependent electrokinetic characteristic, corresponding to the

less electrokinetic enhancement. Electrolyte-concentration-

dependent Debye screening also makes the signal detection

more difficult in higher ionic solution.[24]

An AC signal of 0.5V, 47Hz applied on the electrokinetic

electrode combining with the FET source/drain modulation

(30mV, 79Hz) in 10mM ionic strength buffer was chosen as the

optimal operation parameter for measuring the detection limit
www.small-journal.com � 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
of the integrated device. The enhancement effect of the

integrated device is dependent on electrokinetic parameters,

such as frequency, voltage, and solution ionic strength,

demonstrating that the AC electrokinetic mechanism plays a

dominant role in improvingdevice sensitivity in the experiment.

2.4. General Applicability

The above results using antibody-functionalized devices

demonstrate high selectivity and sensitivity for protein
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2010, 6, No. 8, 967–973
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Scheme 2. Schematic image of CTB binding and unbinding on Si NW

sensor surface, where the hydrocarbon chains of gangliosides are

inserted into the silane monolayer via hydrophobic interaction.
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Figure 3. Real-time detection of CTB binding. a) Conductance-versus-

timedata recordedafter alternatedeliveryof buffer and the followingCTB

solutions without AC excitation. The order of CTB delivery: 1) 18 pM,

2)1.8 pM,and3)180 fM.Source/drainmodulation:a3Hzsinewavewitha

30mV amplitude at zero DC bias. b) Conductance-versus-time data

recorded after alternate delivery of phosphate buffer and the following

CTB solutionswith AC excitation (0.5 V, 47Hz). The order of CTBdelivery:

1) 180 fM, 2) 1.8 fM, 3) 180 aM, 4) 18 aM, 5) 18 aM, and 6) 180 aM. Source/

drain modulation: a 79Hz sine wave with a 30mV amplitude at zero DC

bias.
detection. If the devices aremodified with receptors other than

antibodies, such as cellular receptors, more research areas

couldbeexplored toextend theapplicationpotential of theNW

sensor.Gangliosides are abundant in cellmembranes,[25] and Si

NWdevicesmodifiedwithgangliosides couldprovideananalog

to the outer lipid layer of membranes for detecting the binding

affinity and specificity of proteins. Immobilization procedures

are different from those used for antibodies: the hydrocarbon

chains of gangliosides are inserted into the dodecyldimethyl-

cholorosilane (DMCS) monolayer on NW surface via hydro-

phobic interactions, exposing the sugar receptor sites to the

solution, as illustrated in Scheme 2.[26]

CTB is positively charged (pI is�7.5) in the buffer solution

(pH¼ 6.7),[27] so the conductance-versus-time data recorded

fromp-typeNWafter introduction ofCTB showa conductance

decrease followedbya return to theconductancebaseline value

of the device after introduction of the buffer solution. CTBwas

usedas thebinding toxindue to itshigheraffinity forganglioside

GM1.[28] The magnitudes of the conductance change were

concentration dependent and with a detection limit of 180 fM

without AC excitation, as shown in Figure 3a. When an AC

electric field was applied, a similar detection limit to PSA was

obtained for CTB binding on ganglioside. The same magni-

tudes of binding signal as before after repetitive injections of

18 aM and 180 aM CTB solutions, respectively, shown in

Figure 3b, demonstrate the device’s good reproducibility. It

is also observed that the magnitude of the noise is very small.

The noise in the sensing experiment comes from a few sources,

suchas thedisturbanceof electric/magnetic fields andmechanic

noises from the operating environment and the operator,

the current leakage between the device and solution, and the

intrinsic noise due to the transport of carrier in the device; the

level of the noise might vary between different experiments.

For the twodetection systems, themaindifference is the surface

modification method, that is, antibody and cell-receptor

modification; the latter can form a dense monolayer on the

NW surface instead of the relatively loose multilayer by the

former, which greatly decreases the level of noise and improves

the stability of the signal. The high-sensitivity detection of the

CTB versus ganglioside binding with AC excitation indicates

the potential availability of the integrated device in various

sensing systems.

2.5. Discussion

WhenDEP is combined with electro-osmosis, three typical

cases exist. At low electric field, DEP can be neglected and
small 2010, 6, No. 8, 967–973 � 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gmb
the electro-osmotic flow does not concentrate proteins. Above

the DEP trapping threshold, proteins can be immobilized.

At the intermediate conditions, DEP is unable to immobilize

proteins against the electro-osmotic conveyance, and proteins

will concentrate and rarefy into flowing filamentary streams, as

shown in Scheme 1d.[29] Quantitative electric-field simulation,

shown in Figure 4, shows that the applied electric-field strength

near the sensor in the experiment is on the order of 105V m�1

andwith a field gradient 1011Vm�2, which is not enough to trap

protein molecules but is high enough to form the concentrated

protein streaming compared with that reported in the

literature.[13,29] Besides the concentration effect due to the

formation of concentrated streamline between the AC

electrokinetic electrode pair, the same phenomenon could be

formed with less effect between the source and drain electrode

due toACmodulationonFET.Similarparticleaggregationdue

to hydrodynamic effects at the center gap region of four

electrodes was reported.[11]

Although favorable intramolecular electrostatic interac-

tions are frequently observed within individual binding

partners, their role in enhancing molecular association has

not been generally appreciated. A complementary shape or

charge distribution is needed for a ligand to bind to the target

receptor, and van der Waals and electrostatic interactions

across the binding interface are driving forces forming the

complex. The addition of partial charges to the receptor and
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 971
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Figure 4. a) Field strength and b) field gradient near the electrokinetic

electrodes from two-dimensional electrostatic simulations. Positions of

the electric fieldmeasurement in (a): 1) X¼0, Y¼0 (in themiddle of the

electrode pair gap on the substrate; 2) X¼ 0, Y¼2.5mm; 3) X¼ 0,

Y¼5mm;4)X¼ 0,Y¼ 10mm;5)electrodeedge;6)electrodecenter. The

order of field strength at the specific position: 5> 1>6>2> 3>4 (see

color images in Figure S2 of Supporting Information for clarity).
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analyte after applying the electric field results in a favorable

binding free energy.[19] Besides the optimal receptor–analyte

electrostatic binding free energy, many suboptimal charge dis-

tributions also have favorable binding affinity, that is, the

unbound analyte interacts with other receptor charges in

close proximity and bound-state receptor interactions with the

neighbors of its direct partner. Groups of same-signed charge

increase the binding affinity over arrangements in which

charges alternate sign in a local regionof the receptor due to the

stronger charge effect. Many charges decorate the binding site

on theNWsurface and same-signed chargesor alignedoriented

dipoles are in close proximity after the application of the

electric field, providinganexcellent interface forobtainingvery

favorable electrostatic binding.[20] Furthermore, the circular

flow caused by electrokinetics is perpendicular to the original

flow direction in the PDMS channel and increases the amount

of time that analytes stay close to receptors, allowing sufficient

opportunity for receptors to rotate into a proper orientation for

binding and creatingmore productive collisions referring to the

single collision dealtwith in reaction due to diffusion in the flow

channel.[30]

The reaction between proteins and surface receptors can be

regarded as a simple reaction: Pþ S$P�S,where P, S, andP�S
stand for free protein, immobilized surface receptor, and

protein–receptor complex, respectively, and is assumed to
www.small-journal.com � 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
follow pseudo first-order reaction kinetics. If assuming the

magnitude of the SiNW sensor conductance signal (DG) is

directly proportional to the concentration of protein–receptor

complex, [P�S], the binding curve should have a single

exponential shape, that is, DG / A� expð�kobs � tÞ, where
A is the signal magnitude, kobs represents the observed kinetic

rate constant of this reaction, and t is the rising time.Analysis of

the binding/unbinding curve was performed (an illustration

from1.8 fMCTBsensing is shown inFigureS1of theSupporting

Information, showing the conductance signal versus time traces

with an expanded x-scale), and the single exponential fitting is

used to extract the kinetics information. Based on the

theoretical equation, kobs is linear to the CTB concentration

for the binding phase, that is, kobs ¼ kon � C þ koff , where C

stands for the protein concentration, and kon and koff represent

the association and disassociation rate constants (Kd ¼ koff=

kon), respectively.[31,32] To get a rough idea of binding/

unbinding kinetics with the AC application, the equilibrium

disassociation constant Kd (1.2 nM) of GM1 and CTB[33]

without AC application obtained from the same method as

abovementioned is taken as a given quantity since the

concentrated protein concentration near the sensor surface is

unknown. Therefore, kon and koff are obtained as 6.8� 106 M
�1

S�1 and 8.2� 103 S�1, respectively, which are similar to the

values in the case without AC application.[33] However, it can

be clearly observed that the rising time decreases (faster

binding occurs) with AC application compared to that without

AC application at the same injected protein concentration due

to the increased protein concentration near the sensor surface

with AC. If the binding affinity (association constant

Ka ¼ 1=Kd) increases then kon will probably increase.

Specific advances have been made with other label-free

detection approaches, including nanotube sensors,[34] surface

plasmon resonance (SPR),[35] microcantilevers,[36] and quartz-

crystal microbalance.[37] While the highest sensitivity reported

for the detection of proteins is obtained by nanoparticle

labeling assay with the PCR application,[38] it is not suitable for

real-time detection and kinetic analysis.

3. Conclusions

In summary, NW devices modified with antibody for PSA

exhibit up to a 104 increase in sensitivity due to streaming

dielectrophoresis and corresponding electrostatic contribution

to the binding affinity after AC electric-field application. The

devices are also modified with receptors for CTB, and results

show general applicability of this method. These studies

demonstrate that the integrated nanoelectronic and electro-

kinetic device is developed for attomolar proteindetection, and

should open opportunities in early stage disease detection and

the analysis of proteins from single cells.
4. Experimental Section

Integrated nanoelectronic and electrokinetic device fabrication:

Chemical vapor deposition was used for Si NW synthesis.[39] In this

method, an atomic ratio of 1:4000 diborane was doped into
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2010, 6, No. 8, 967–973
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reactant silane with 20-nm gold nanoclusters as catalysts. Si NW

devices were defined using photolithography with Ni metal

contacts and subsequent 60-nm-thick Si3N4 coating of Ni on a

600-nm thermal oxide Si substrates. The coplanar plate electro-

kinetic electrodes consist of 1-nm titanium, 50-nm gold, and

15-nm titanium.

NW surface modification with antibody: Linking antibody

receptors to the surfaces of the Si NW followed the previous

procedure.[5] First, the devices are dipped in a 1% ethanol

solution of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl aldehyde (United Chemical

Technologies, Bristol, PA) for �20min, then rinsed with ethanol,

and cured for 10min at 110 8C. After that, the mAb, anti-PSA (AbI,

clone ER-PR8, NeoMarkers) is coupled to the aldehyde-terminated

NW surfaces by reaction of antibody (10–100mg mL�1) in a pH

8.4, phosphate buffer solution (10mM) with the a sodium

cyanoborohydride catalyst (4mM) for a period of 2–3 h. Last, the

unreacted aldehyde surface groups are blocked with ethanola-

mine under similar solution conditions as used for Ab modifica-

tion for a period of 1–2 h.

NW surface modification with ganglioside: First, the NW

devices are incubated in 2% dodecyldimethylcholorosilane

(Sigma Inc.) anhydrous toluene solution with N2 protection for

8–16 h. Then, the chip is baked at 120 8C for 15min followed by

rinsing with anhydrous toluene and ethanol. After that, the

solution of monosialoganglisides (Sigma Inc.) with concentration

0.1–1mg mL�1) is deposited in the phosphate buffer (0.1 M,

pH 8.4) onto the NW surface for a period of 4 h.

Protein samples: PSA, CTB, and BSA were used without further

purification on receipt from Calbiochem, and diluted in the phos-

phate buffer prior to sensing measurements as described before.[5]

Electrical Measurements: A DSP dual-phase lock-in amplifier

(Stanford Research Systems Inc.) and a current pre-amplifier (DL

Instrument Inc., Model 1211) were used to continuously record

the conductance versus time data when different protein solutions

and phosphate buffer were alternately delivered into the micro-

fluidic channel. The 30mV lock-in parameter sets the zero DC

source/drain potential to avoid electrochemical reactions. The AC

signal for the electrokinetic application was provided by a function

generator (Agilent 33220A, 20MHz).
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